Abstract. Goldberg, Ishihara, and Petridis have proved a generalised little Picard's theorem for harmonic maps; if a harmonic map of bounded dilatation maps euclidean space, for example, into a space of negative sectional curvatures bounded away from zero then that map is constant. In this paper a probabilistic proof is given of a variation on this result, requiring in addition that the image space has curvatures bounded below. The method involves comparing asymptotic properties of Brownian motion with the asymptotic behaviour of its image under such a map.
1. Introduction. The application of the theory of Brownian motion to prove results in harmonic and complex analysis is now widespread. The purpose of this paper is to contribute an application to geometric function theory; a probabihstic proof of a version of the generalised little Picard theorem proved in [5] using geometric methods. The little Picard theorem of complex analysis already has a probabihstic proof due to Burgess Davis [2] ; the general strategy remains the same in higher dimensions, but the actual tactics require considerable modification.
The reason for this is that the maps we will consider do not preserve Brownian motion up to time changes. Maps which do so are very special; essentially when composed with harmonic functions they must yield harmonic functions. Such maps are characterized in [4] .
The tactics of the proof inhabit §2 in the form Of a sequence of lemmas concerning the behaviour of images of Brownian motion by harmonic maps of bounded dilatation. The theorem, given in §3, follows immediately from these lemmas for they show that if a nontrivial harmonic map of bounded dilatation existed between two particular kinds of manifold then the image of Brownian motion would have properties incompatible with properties known to hold for the Brownian motion on the domain manifold.
The main theorem is slightly different from the result proved geometrically. More conditions are required on the image manifold, while the domain can be slightly more general.
Pinsky, in [8] , gives an introduction to Brownian motion on manifolds. He also discusses the results of Prat [9] which inspire the lemmas of §2. The survey [3] discusses the research field of harmonic maps. An introduction to the work of this paper, without proofs, can be found in [7] .
The help and encouragement of S. Goldberg, M. Pinsky, K. D. Elworthy, J. Eells, and L. C. G. Rogers is gratefully acknowledged, as are the advice and corrections due to a referee.
2. A collection of lemmas. Let F: M -* N be a harmonic map, defined between complete Riemannian manifolds M and N. Suppose further that N is simply connected and of nonpositive sectional curvatures. So Sect(yV) < 0. By the CartanHadamard theorem [1,1.33] , given a particular point o in TV, the exponential map Exp: T0N -» N is a diffeomorphism.
Given such a point o the maps p: « \-+Ndin,o) defined on N, and 0: « h-» Exp~'(«)/p(«) defined on N\{o), provide a smooth polar coordinate system for points in 7V\ (o).
Suppose that X is Brownian motion on M. We shall suppose that M is stochastically complete, so that X, is defined all times / > 0. This section will discuss the behaviour of Y = F(X) and Z = piY), and thus obtain the main result of the paper. Note that X implicitly depends on X0, its initial position. The estimates to be obtained will hold uniformly in the choice of X0 in M, and of the point o in N.
An application of Itô's lemma to the random process Z shows the existence of a Brownian motion B on the real line such that (2.1) dZ = dBa + Adt on the time intervals where Z is nonzero. Here a is given by (2.2) and A by (2.3) and | by (2.4) da/dt = iaß(X) dp dp 9^ Í7 (Y),
These definitions do not depend on the particular coordinate systems used. To obtain (2.1) one uses the fact that F is harmonic. The results to be established for Y and Z depend on analysis of the three entities a, A, and £. We define p: 11-> /0'a,( Xs)ds and note that (2.5) da/dt < dp/dt.
In the remainder of the section the map F will be taken to have A"-bounded dilatation, and so (2.6) X,(x) < K2\2ix) for all x in M.
Using this notation we now state and prove a number of preliminary results. The first lemma gives an explicit lower bound for the drift of Z, using geometrical arguments. Lemma 1. Suppose that Sect(./V) < -H2<0. Then the lower bound (2.7)
A54A,(A')A:-2//coth(//Z) holds whenever Z is nonzero.
Proof. Given x in M we chose normal geodesic coordinates z\ z2,...,z" about x to correspond to the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues Xxix), \2ix),.. .,X"ix) of the quadratic form £(*). Then by change of coordinates £ aß
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dy'dy* "p ay W*))= IKÍx^píAs). Examples of such sets are the set of F(w) tending to infinity, the set of F(w) with at least two limit points, the set of F(w) converging to a given point.
The Brownian motion X satisfies a 0-1 law on Í if P{X E A} is 0 or 1 whenever A belongs to Í. A martingale argument can be used to show that this 0-1 law holds if M supports no nonconstant bounded harmonic functions. Thus by [11] we see that if the Ricci curvatures of M are all nonnegative then X satisfies this 0-1 law.
If A" satisfies the 0-1 law then it is easy to show that Y = F\X) satisfies a corresponding 0-1 law.
Lemma 2. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 1 suppose that the process X satisfies a 0-1 law on its invariant a-field. Then either F is trivial or else Z, -» oo as t -» oo.
Proof. We define three events concerning the asymptotic behaviour of Z; ß, = {Zconverges to infinity}; ß2 = {the path of Y has at least two limit points as time t tends to infinity) ; ß3 = {Y converges to some limit in N).
The events ß,, ß2, ß3 make up a decomposition of the underlying probability space ß and are measurable with respect to the invariant a-field of X. By the 0-1 law it follows that exactly one of them has probability 1 and the others have probability 0. Thus there are three cases to consider. In case Fß, = 1 then there is nothing left to prove. We shall dispose of the other two cases after a preliminary discussion of the behaviour of Z. From the preliminary remark we may deduce that lim inf Zs > radius of ball, with probability 1. This contradicts the presumption that the geodesic ball is visited by Y at arbitrarily large times. So it is not possible for ß2 to have probability 1.
Suppose that Fß3 = 1. We shall show that F must be trivial. For by the 0-1 law the limit of Y is nonrandom, and we may take o to be that limit. But then lim inf Zs = 0 with probability 1 and so by the preliminary discussion F( Z, > 0) = 0 for all t. Thus by the continuity of Y we know F(y, = o for allí) = 1. Proof. From the conclusion to Lemma 2 we know that for sufficiently large R there must be m in M with piFim)) = R. Given such an R and m, start X at m. By Lemma 1 until Z hits 0 the equation (2.1) is satisfied, together with the lower bound (2.7). A < i(n -l)X,(*)Lcoth(LZ) holds whenever Z is nonzero.
Proof. The argument is very similar to that involved in the proof of Lemma 1. By choosing normal geodesic coordinates z\ z2,.. .,z" as above, and applying the Hessian comparison theorem using hyperbolic space of constant curvature -L2 we find 1 " A^2 2 M*)(l -(grad p, grad z')2y)Lcoth(LZ). Moreover with probability 1 all but finitely many of these inequalities hold. Nd(x,y)<aM(pix),piy))
where C is the angle between 0(x) and ©(>")', that is to say the geodesic length between @ix) and 0(j) on the unit sphere submanifold of T0N. Moreover a, ß may be chosen without regard to the choice of o in N.
Proof. This geometric lemma is proved in [9, Lemma 2], as an application of the Rauch comparison theorem. In fact a and ß depend only on the upper bound -H2 of the sectional curvatures. D The next lemma is the main result of this sequence. From its assertion the theorem follows quickly. Lemma 7. Suppose that the conditions of Lemma 4 hold, that Z tends to infinity with probability 1 and that (2.8) holds. Then the limiting direction ty = lim 0 (7,) exists with probability 1 and has a nontrivial law.
Proof. It suffices to establish the following claim: Given e > 0, and R sufficiently large, if Z0 = R then 0(7) converges to a limit which has positive probability of being within e of 0(7O). Moreover this probability is bounded uniformly away from zero whatever the choices of o G N, X0 E M may be. This is enough to establish the existence of the limiting direction ty for general X0. For if TR is the first time that Z hits the level R then TR < oo (since Z tends to oo). Also, when conditioned on Ar(TR) = m the process t h» 7(Fä + t) has the probabihstic behaviour of 7 when X0 = m and Z0 = R (by the Strong Markov property).
The claim can also be used to show the nontriviality of the law of ty. Given e > 0 and a suitable R we can choose x0, xx in M such that NdiFix0), F(x,)) = 2R, and choose o to be the unique point at the midpoint of the geodesic connecting the points F(x0) and F(x,) (the geodesic is unique by the Cartan-Hadamard theorem [ 
1,1.33]).
By [10, Theorem 3.1] applied to Brownian motion on M there is a positive chance that X will approach close to x0, and likewise a positive chance that it will approach close to x,. So the probabilities F(for some t,Z, = R and 0(F( *,)) is within e of @(F(x0))) and F(for some t,Z, = R and 0(F(A',)) is within e of 0(F(x,))) are both positive. By an application of the Strong Markov Property, as described above, we can conclude that the chance of ty being within 2e of 0(F(jco)) is positive, as is the chance of ty being within 2e of 0(F(x,)). But the directions 0(F(;to)) and 0(F(x,)) are antipodal, so the nondegeneracy of the law of ty follows. The proof of the lemma is therefore completed by the argument below, which establishes the claim. Pick y G (0,1) and let q be the positive probability that (2.10) in Lemma 5 holds.
By Lemma 3, given e' > 0 such that q -e' > 0, we can pick R so large that with probability 1 -e' (2.12) Z, >R/2 + cpit) forallí^O, where c = \K'2H. Thus with probability at least q -e' both (2.10) and (2.12) hold.
Without affecting this last statement we can pick R so large that a{R/2 + cp{t)) ^ ipit))y for allí 5*0, and also (2.13) 2ryexp{-ßicr -ry + R/2)} < e.
r Here a and ß are the same constants as appear in Lemma 6.
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Suppose that the event of the inequahties of the above paragraphs occurs. We shall show that the limit ty exists as a consequence of these inequalities. For, when r*zpit) <r+l, ry < aiR/2 + cp(t)) <«Z,.
Thus for sufficiently large R the angle comparison result Lemma 6 can be apphed to show that C{r, t) = the angle between 0(7(p-'('-))) and 0(7(0)
Furthermore by the lower bound on Z we see that C(r, t) < ryexp{-ß(cr + R/2 -ry)}.
Applying (2.13) and the triangle inequality for the angles, the angle between 0(7S) and 0(7,) < 2 ryexp{-ß(crry + R/2)}.
But by (2.13) this is a convergent sum with limit at most e. Futhermore, the corollary to Lemma 5 may be applied to show that pit) -» oo as t -* oo. So, if the event mentioned above occurs (and this we have shown to have probability at least q -e') then the limit ty must exist, and must also be within e of 0(7O). Moreover the bound q -e' holds uniformly whatever the choice of o in A7 and Aî n M. It follows that the limit ty exists with probability 1. For from Lemma 5 all but finitely many of the inequahties (2.10) hold, and the proof above is easily adapted to use this fact to show that the limit ty exists with probability 1 -e'. But e' was arbitrary. D 3. Conclusion. The main result of this paper appears as a consequence of the sequence of lemmas given in the previous section.
Theorem. Suppose N is simply connected, with -L2 < Sect(JV) < -H2<0.
Suppose M is such that BMiM) satisfies a 0-1 law on its invariant a-field, and M is stochastically complete. Then there is no nonconstant harmonic map F: M -» N of K-bounded dilatation.
Proof. Suppose there was such a map. The conclusion of Lemma 7 applies; so there would be a limiting asymptotic angle ty for the process F(5M(jV/)), and ty would have a nontrivial law. But ty would also be measurable with respect to the invariant a-field of BMiM); thus its existence would contradict the 0-1 law. D If M has nonnegative Ricci curvature then BMiM) certainly satisfies the required 0-1 law, as we remark in the discussion before Lemma 2.
Corollary.
The above theorem can be extended to the case when N is not simply connected, and BMiM) satisfies a 0-1 law on its invariant a-field. Here M is the universal covering of M.
Proof. This follows from lifting arguments. D By the method of proof it is clear that further generalisation of this result is possible. For example, the curvature conditions on N can be relaxed to hold only off compact sets, as long as N itself is required to be noncompact. The condition of stochastic completeness is not necessary, being imposed only to simplify the exposition. In general a suitable modification of the 0-1 law, to allow for explosions of A", will suffice.
A comparison with the original result [5] , proved by geometric means, prompts a question as to whether the lower bound on the curvature of N is necessary for the probabilistic proof. This question remains open. However some progress can be made in a special case.
Suppose that N contains a totally geodesic submanifold 9 separating N into two components, and suppose Sec^N) «£ -H2 < 0. Then a generalisation of Lemmas 1 and 2, studying Nd{Y, ty), shows that either F is trivial or eventually 7 ends up in one of the components of N \ ty and never leaves it. Moreover it has positive chance of ending up in either; thus the 0-1 law for the invariant a-field is contradicted. This approach uses the method of [6, Proposition 7.1].
Recently S. Goldberg and C. Mueller have used probabilistic methods of the type described here to show that, in the theorem stated above, the upper bound on the curvatures can be replaced by a less restrictive condition (personal communication).
